[Update on Li-Fraumeni syndrome].
The Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS, online Mendelian inheritance in man, OMIM #151623) is considered to be one of the currently known most aggressive cancer predisposition syndromes. The heterogeneous spectrum of tumors is dominated by bone and soft tissue sarcomas, various brain tumors, premenopausal breast cancer and adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC). Even in childhood the cancer risk is very strongly increased and it is not uncommon for people with LFS to develop synchronous and metachronous tumors. Typical histopathological findings and molecular genetic signatures can help towards the diagnosis. Inheritance is autosomal dominant and the penetrance appears to be more variable than previously thought. The prevalence of LFS is approximately 1:5000 with a high interregional variance. The LFS is caused by germline mutations in the TP53 gene coding for the protein p53, an essential cellular transcription factor that initiates antitumor responses to cellular stress, such as DNA damage. In people with LFS, due to the loss of functional p53, the protective mechanism of the cells is weakened resulting in a significantly increased cancer risk. In order to improve the survival of people with LFS, structured tumor early recognition and surveillance strategies are recommended; however, national and international longitudinal observational studies are needed to evaluate the cost-effort-benefit balance. For this reason, the authors have established the LFS cancer predisposition registry in which all patients with LFS and other syndromes predisposing to cancer can be registered. Detailed information can be found at www.cancer-predisposition.org .